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We introduced Google Analytics to the website. In the past 28 days we received 670 users. 110 

of those came on December 4
th

 from Facebook, using our link to the ‘Castles of Sullivan County’ 

program. Interviews and our ‘about’ page are the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 most popular pages, gaining 67 and 

63 views respectively in the past month.  

61% of users are on desktops and 39% on mobile devices. Mobile devices were a large 

consideration in designing the website, so I’m happy with the progress there. Monday and 

Tuesday seem to be the hot days for activity – we might want to keep this in mind when we 

consider announcing things via the website.  

After talking to Horizon DataSys about reboot restore (our patron PC backup program) they 

suggested that automating updates would actually be healthier for the computer than manual 

updates. I’ve been testing how to implement this – most programs offer ways to invoke an 

automatic update, and I got one of our computers to successfully update on its own, Tuesday 

12/12. I’ll be monitoring that computer and eventually deploy a more comprehensive updater in 

the coming weeks. 

We’re in the final stretches of installing coinboxes and print release terminals near our adult and 

teen computers. We’re looking to use old circ machines that RCLS will recycle as release 

terminals, set up with monitors and mice we have in storage, they will be placed on the existing 

paper drawers. We still need to clarify with OfficeDynamics exactly how much power/data 

cables they will need. Since OfficeDynamics and RCLS will have to coordinate I’m looking to 

put them in touch with each other.  

Initial quotes for installing power channels in the conference room table and select other tables 

around the building seem cost-prohibitive. We’re seeking clarification on the pricing and looking 

at alternatives but we’ve been told by RCLS that the quotes we received were reasonable.  
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